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1.  

PICK A TABLE COLLECTION 

(ex. Timber)

3.  

CHOOSE A TABLE TOP SIZE AND SHAPE

(ex. 48" Square)

4.  

PICK A TABLE BASE COLOR

(ex. Carbon)

5.  

SELECT A TABLE TOP COLOR 

(ex. Char)

Note: Duo-Tone option is available 

for Mode (select a base color and 

a top color) and Dockside (select a 

frame color and inner slats color).

2.  

SELECT A TABLE HEIGHT

(ex. Dining) 

BUILDING A TABLE
Homecrest has made selecting top colors and frame finishes for your table easy! Simply follow the steps below.

W H Y  Y O U  W I L L  L O V E  O U R

OUTDOOR TABLES
Homecrest works in a variety of table surface categories. Our Natural Series encompasses several surfaces that look like natural stone, 

concrete, and reclaimed wood. Homecrest’s Eden collection utilizes both aluminum and HDPE. Our Metal collections include extruded 

and formed aluminum. 

OUTDOOR TABLE HIGHLIGHTS

NATURAL SERIES CONSTRUCTION

Our Natural Series surfaces employ the best 

practices from the countertop and marine 

industries, producing individually handcrafted 

surfaces made to withstand the outdoor 

elements. These durable and heavy surfaces 

feature proven marine-grade gel coats, tough 

resin cores, and an automotive-grade 

“Nano-Coat” clear coating technology.  

WHAT IS “NANO-COAT?”

Nano-Coat is a super hard surface that is 

UV-protected, has a chemical-resistant paint 

protection, and a corrosion inhibitor. The 

surface is then resistant to scratches, mars, 

and abrasions. It contains anti-graffiti and 

anti-stick properties, which lends itself to 

repel water and dirt, making it easy to clean.

HDPE

Our HDPE collections offer a long-lasting 

lumber plank look. The planks are 

manufactured from high quality recycled HDPE 

(High Density Polyethylene) to create durable 

and heavy recycled plastic lumber. HDPE is 

an environmentally-friendly, low-maintenance 

product, and features a textured surface that 

doesn’t rot or splinter, doesn’t require paint 

or stain, and is resistant to termites, fungus, 

salt, and oils. 

METAL & GLASS TABLE CONSTRUCTION

Our aluminum and steel products go through an 

extensive process that cleans the raw material 

from any foreign debris and prepares the surface 

for quality paint adhesion. A baked-on polyester 

powder-coat finish is applied, and provides a 

durable finish for many seasons.

Our Aquatex glass tops have a translucent ripple 

pattern. The tempered glass is 3/16” thick. 

Tempered glass is about four times stronger than 

regular glass, and offers enhanced safety.

SELECTFORCE® plastic lumber products are 

manufactured from high quality recycled HDPE  (High 

Density Polyethylene) to create a long lasting recycled 

plastic lumber. SELECTFORCE® is available in a wide 

variety of colors with color consistency throughout the 

cross section. Ultraviolet stabilizers provide resistance to 

color fading in outside applications. 

Bedford Technology manufactures SELECTFORCE® in 

two distinct processes called ‘Hard Tool’ and ‘Continuous 

Extrusion’*. Each process provides unique product 

characteristics to fit a wide range of applications. If 

you’re working on a project that needs a product with 

low maintenance, long life expectancy and flexibility in 

applications, then SELECTFORCE® is the perfect fit. 

SELECTFORCE® has been used for many unique 

applications. Some of the more common uses have been 

benches, outdoor furniture, decking, docks, and board 

walks, parking curbs, trim work, signs and playground 

equipment. Give our sales representatives a call with 

your application ideas. 

*Certain Continuous Extruded colors and grades may require non-recycled material.

NEED TO CHANGE YOUR DINING TABLE TO A CAFÉ HEIGHT?
The Natural Series 37XX dining table base (27.5” in height) is designed to easily convert to a café 

table base (29.25” in height) by adding a Lift Kit (KIT175). Simply attach the hardware to the base 

frame for an additional 1.75” in height. The Lift Kit can be removed to convert the café table base 

back to a dining table base. Lift Kits are available in all finishes.


